Chapter Five

Conclusion and Suggestion

In this chapter, the researcher will give the conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion is based on the research finding and the suggestion will give to the subject that has relation with this research.

Conclusion

To summarize, students of one private university in Yogyakarta batch 20014 thought that pursuing post graduate program overseas is important for them. The students will get perceive benefit a lot when they want to pursue post graduate program overseas. becoming open-mined, getting better education system, getting network, getting personal development, gaining new culture and gaining more experiences are the specific perceived benefits that students believed if the students can pursue post graduate program overseas.

In addition, as the students of English Language Education Department of one private university in Yogyakarta, the perceived benefits of the students was capable enough to study overseas because of their background as the English Language Education Department students. The important of pursuing post graduate program overseas and perceived benefit of study overseas will help them to be better students and will give them experiences as the student who study in different country. It means that because the students got experiences, the student will be more open-minded and also skillful to teach the students in the future when they become lecturer.

However, besides the perceived benefits students of English Language Education Department of one private university in Yogyakarta batch 2014. The students also believed that
there are perceived problems will occur when they pursue post graduate program overseas. The perceived problem was found such as accommodation, difficult adaptation and language barrier need to be pay attention by the students. The students should prepare well anything needs and possibilities that will be faced.

To sum up, the perceptions of the students of English Language Education Department of one private university in Yogyakarta are different. It means that one participant and other participants have different perception about pursuing post graduate program overseas. The researcher analyzed that the cause which make the students have different perception about pursuing post graduate program overseas is likely of the background knowledge of the students.

**Suggestion**

Pursuing post graduate program in overseas is important for the students who want to upgrade the skill and experiences. Study in the place which has better education system automatically will lead and direct the student to be better educator in the future. Therefore, based on the analysis and conclusion above, there are several suggestion which is hoped in the process of developing of UMY. The suggestions are presented below:

**For Student.** Based on the perspective that the students mentioned, the students have to understand that what are their perspective are the invalid information. It means that the students have to ask the lecturers who graduated from the university overseas to ensure that their perspective is valid and it will happen if they can pursue post graduate program overseas. Furthermore, the students have known what area the perceived benefits and the perceived problem will be face when they want to pursue post graduate program overseas. It can be analyze that background knowledge of the students may affect the differences of the perceptive among students of English Language Education Department of One private university in Yogyakarta.
For English Lecturer. The researcher believe that many lecturer graduated from University overseas. It is big chance from the lecturers to ensure that what are the students’ belief need to be clarification. Because the lectures have felt the real condition and also felt the process of learning overseas, the lecturer can give the real information through students’ perspective about perusing post graduate program overseas. Therefore, the students will understand well the real benefits and problems will be face if they can pursue post graduate program overseas.

Scholarship provider. This is big chance for the scholarship after they understand what are the student’s perspective about pursuing post graduate program overseas. The perceived problems and perceived benefits that mentioned by the students can be reference for the scholarship provider to ensure and straighten the student’s perspective about pursuing post graduate program overseas. Furthermore, knowing the perceived benefits and perceived problems about pursuing post graduate program overseas, the scholarship can make the result of this research as the promotion because if the students can pursue post graduate program overseas, the will face real things.

For future Researcher. The researcher realize that this research is limited. Limited here means that this research need more exploration about perception to pursue post graduate program in overseas. Furthermore. It is need to explore more related with the issues study overseas. Thus, the future researcher is suggested to explore more what kind of perceived problem and benefits to pursue post graduate program in overseas.